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Reinhard Schneider, 
CEO and owner of Werner & Mertz

„A credible eco product can come only 
from a company that consistently pursues 
sustainability in everything it does, 
guided by ecological awareness, 
economic foresight 
and social responsibility 
every single day.“
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Pioneer for 50 years:
Werner & Mertz Professional – A company with a vision

For more than 150 years, the family-owned Werner & 
Mertz has been successful in the market as an 
umbrella brand and European forerunner in innova-
tions for the cleaning industry. In 1971 Tana-Chemie 
was set up with offerings tailored to professional 
cleaning services. Our established brands Green 

Care Professional and Tana Professional, supported 
by highly qualified and motivated employees, stand 
for the entire company's unwavering commitment 
to sustainability. We are driven by our desire to make 
a sustainable lifestyle attainable for the majority 
even beyond the boundaries of our brand.
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1989
Launch of the 
Green Care brand

2003
EMAS-certified production  
site in Mainz, Germany. Followed 
by Hallein, Austria in 2005.

1971
Founding of 
Tana-Chemie GmbH

2005
First EU Ecolabel
certification
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Together we are on the way to becoming the European market and innovation leader in 
professional specialized care. In our sector we will succeed with exemplary ecological 
products and concepts designed and developed for the circular economy. Based on our 
many years of experience, we provide our customers with comprehensive, customized 
and integrally sustainable hygiene solutions that contribute to their success.

Better across the industry:
Wherever people come together,  
our cleaning products are put to use.

Some of our major sectors:

• Public institutions

• Offices and commercial space

• Healthcare facilities

• Hotels, cafés and restaurants

• Industry 

• Transportation and traffic

• Sanitary facilities and swimming pools

• Recreational facilities

2013
First Cradle-to-Cradle® Gold 
certification for a complete range 
of cleaning products

2014
First bottle  
of 100% recyclate

2021
Our Company  
wins EcoVadis 
Platinum Medal

2018
Release of the Green Care  
Performance Calculator



Are we digging our own grave? 
Rainforests on fire, plastic waste on land and sea, 
climate change and species extinction are just 
some of the consequences we face in managing 
our planet's resources. How did we come to  
this point? To understand that, we first have to  
look at how the currently predominant economic 
system – the „one-way street” – is leading us into 
a dead end.

Take – Make – Waste
The material flow design still used today for most 
products is referred to as „cradle to grave”. Its 
focus is on the product's usage phase. Pollutants 
and waste generated before, during or after 
the production process are as unimportant as 
the amount of water and energy used for each 
production step. It is particularly devastating that 
both the origin and the fate of the product are 
ignored. Manufacturers continue relying on fossil 
resources such as crude oil as a source for raw 
materials. Products should be designed so that 
they can be recycled completely or used again in 
a new production process. Instead, many products 
are incinerated after their usage phase or end up  
in the environment when disposed of incorrectly.

The one-way street  
is history ...
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Cradle to Grave: The materials flow with no consideration given  
to long-term resource conservation from the source to the landfill

How can we change our ways without giving up too much?
Genuine eco-efficiency with the circular economy.

All signs point to change
We are standing before an imminent collapse. Public 
pressure, like the Fridays for Future movement, 
indicates a large segment of the population has 
concluded that we have to change the way we handle 
our environment's resources. The time has come for 
us to make ecological change at the industrial level. 
Initial political measures such as the „Green Deal”, 
the „circular economy law” and „AVV Klima” show 
that a change in thinking is absolutely necessary.

Cradle to Grave  |  7



... the future 
belongs to 
the circular 
economy

Biological 
Cycle

Formulas
We use plant-based surfactants in  

our sustainable formulas. They contain 
no critical ingredients or allergens.

Plant-based  
raw materials
We use renewable  
plant-based raw materials.

Compost 
Our cleaning chemicals are  

biologically degradable.
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Sustainability has taken on a much 
bigger role. The one-dimensional 
Cradle to Grave principle, however, 
is still applied and supplemented 
merely by a reduction in the use of raw 
materials and resources. Efficiency  
is improved, but no effectiveness is 
achieved.

No room for compromise  
in a true circular economy

In the circular economy according 
to the Cradle to Cradle ® principle,  
the raw materials can be reused and 
pollutants are thus prevented from 
getting into the environment. The 
 origin and fate of ingredients are  
kept in closed cycles, i.e., cleaning 
chemicals in the biological cycle  
and packaging in the technical cycle.



Technical 
Cycle

Packaging
We see waste as a resource:  
Almost all of our packaging is made 
of recyclable and recycled waste.

Recycling
Through disposal via the European  

household waste colletion like the Yellow Bag, 
empty packaging is once again returned  

to the closed loop of recyclable materials.

Technical raw materials  
(recyclate)

Recyclate is generated by the sorting  
and processing of plastic waste  

and then used to make new,  
high-quality plastic packaging.

Circular Economy  |  9



Our development guidelines 
follow Nature's example

Our development guidelines, which form 
the basis for our entire Green Care portfolio, 
follow the Cradle to Cradle® Principle. 
Ever since our brand was established, 
we have worked at optimizing our technical 
and biological recycling in order to make 
our formulas and packaging even more 
sustainable.

In development and production, we con-
sistently use renewable energy technology 
and raw materials. We continuously reduce 
by-products, pollutants and residues in our 
formulas. We also pay attention to the bio-
logical degradability of materials and exclude 
raw materials with negative environmental 
impact in compliance with EU Ecolabel re-
quirements.

As our formulas contain neither 
hazardous nor prohibited materials,  
they are harmless for humans  
and the environment.

Our 
Products

Green Care Professional – symbiosis  
of biology and technology:

• Strong cleaning power
• Excellent price/performance ratio
• Safe for humans and Nature

10  |  Products

Conventional  
product formulas

Green Care Professional  
formulas

Crude oil-based 
surfactants

Dyes 
Fragrances

Water Food dyes

Plant-based surfactants 
(tropical crops)

Water from  
our own well

Plant-based surfactants 
(European crops)

| Formulas
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In order to do without virgin plastic made from 
crude oil and to conserve our fossil resources, 
we rely on recyclate from the Yellow Bag. 
We refrain from using PS (polystyrene) and PVC 
for our packaging components.

The recyclate share in our bottles is 100% 
and our bottles are completely recyclable. 
After their disposal, they can be returned 
safely to the material cycle.

| Packaging

In the long term we will use 100% recyclate from 
the Yellow Bag. Until a complete switch is possible, 
we supplement the material with recyclate obtained 
from deposit bottles.

Yellow Bag 
Yellow Bin

PET deposit bottle 
collection

80 % 50 %

20 %

50 %

2014 2021
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Cleaning performance and quality
We are living proof that sustainability and cleaning power are not mutually 
exclusive. The Green Care Professional brand stands for efficient,  
high performance cleaning with the highest quality requirements  
à la „Made in Germany”.

Safe for Humans and the Environment
Safety for human life and the environment is our highest priority.  
Therefore, we use only harmless material that can be returned safely 
to biological and technical cycles.

Circular cleaning products
The circular economy is the only reasonable model for integrally sustainable 
business activity in harmony with human life and the environment. 
Green Care Professional is a pioneer in a consistently practiced circular 
economy along the entire supply chain, from raw materials to our in-house 
environmentally friendly energy generation and innovative packaging.

Sustainable profitability
Our brand is a role model for sustainability paired with profitability. Behind 
Green Care Professional is a comprehensive and consistently practiced 
philosophy of sustainable management. Our intelligent systems and efficient 
formulas make possible exact and economical dosing and complete emptying 
of the packaging.

Extensive Service
As your strong partner, we offer you integral consulting and extensive, 
personalized service based on our decades of experience.

5Ingredients
for successful sustainability



Our Sustainability Promise:
„We confirm that the savings in crude oil and carbon emissions determined by the Performance 
Calculator were correctly calculated for both the packaging components and the detergent 
formulations of all  Green Care Professional products.“

Intertechnica Cert GmbH

   Optimize Ecological 
Performance

Measure your sustainability progress  
with the Performance Calculator
Companies are paying more attention to their 
ecological footprint these days. Our Performance 
Calculator shows you how you can optimize your 
footprint with Green Care Professional.

Your added value with Green Care Professional.

• Less carbon dioxide
• Less plastic
• Less crude oil

Benefits for every area of application 
Our Performance Calculator reports the potential 
reduction in your environmental impact in every 
application area. Use the results in bids, offers and 
as credible, positive PR for sustainability reports.  

You can always count on us.  
Test our free Performance 
Calculator! 
www.get.wmprof.com

Calculator | Green Care Professional  |  13



Our Green Care Professional portfolio offers a broad 
assortment of certified products. For all areas of 
application we have products that have earned at 
least one certification. This fact distinguishes us 
from other manufacturers and makes clear that genu-
ine sustainability has to be practiced in the entire 
company if it is to be credible. We are a pioneer in 
the industry with the most Cradle to Cradle® certified 
products and are proud that we have proof of the 
recyclability of our formulas and our packaging.

But this overview is not all. You can find more 
 numerous certifications and awards of our brand  
on green-care-professional.com.

14  |  Green Care Professional | Certificates

Outstanding Work 
for the Environment
Certificates: Proof of our progress

Formulas Packaging

RAL Gütegemeinschaft Rezyklate aus haushaltsnahen Wertstoffsammlungen e.V.

Design Manual for
RAL Gütegemeinschaft Rezyklate aus 
haushaltsnahen Wertstoffsammlungen e.V.

Version 1.0, March 2021

Production & Supply Chain

200+
product  

certifications



The Cradle to Cradle® Design encompasses a detailed evaluation key to assess the materials 
used, their recyclability, use of energy and water and the social impact of product cycles 
and methods of production. Green Care Professional is the first brand with an entire 
professional cleaning and care assortment received the highest award known as "Cradle 
to Cradle Certified Gold" in 2013.

The European Ecolabel is the driving force for particularly environmentally friendly formulas 
for cleaning products in Europe. It incorporates all national environmental seals and sets 
strict requirements for environmentally friendly products. Many of our cleaning products 
for Europe now have Ecolabel-certified formulas. 

The "Nordic ecolabel" certifies products for their environmental compatibility. Green Care 
Professional products that bear the Nordic ecolabel comply with its strict eco-toxicological 
requirements. The Nordic Swan is granted in some categories in which the EU ecolabel is 
not given to chemical cleaning products, e.g., dishwasher detergents.

The Österreichisches Umweltzeichen has conducted strict examinations and certified 
products and services that comply with its demanding standards for quality, environmen-
tal and health protection. It guarantees formulas free of hazardous substances and product 
design that's long-lasting, usable and compliant with standards. 

Based on an audit report submitted to its Quality Committee, "Gütegemeinschaft
Rezyklate aus haushaltsnahen Wertstoffsammlungen e. V." this certification serves as 
proof of our high recyclate content in the various types of packaging, from spray bottles 
to canisters.

The EMAS validation stands as proof of our exemplary ecological orientation and our 
 integrally sustainable corporate philosophy. Every year an independent auditor examines 
our sites' fulfillment of requirements from the EMAS regulations. It is recognized as the 
world's most demanding system for sustainable environmental management. 

The ISO 14001 is the globally accepted and applied standard for environmental manage-
ment systems. By satisfying the requirements of the international norm, our Environmental 
Management System ensures that we improve our environmental performance, fulfill legal 
obligations and achieve our environmental goals. 

The ISO 50001 is the globally accepted and applied standard for energy management 
systems. The international norm stipulates the requirements for our Energy Management 
system with which we increase our energy efficiency and continuously improve our energy 
performance. 

The Platinum medal for sustainable business from the renowned CSR/Sustainability 
rating agency EcoVadis places Tana-Chemie among the most sustainable companies  
in the world. The demanding audit encompasses 21 indicators in the four major themes  
of Environment, Labor and Human Rights, Ethics and Sustainable Procurement. 

RAL Gütegemeinschaft Rezyklate aus haushaltsnahen Wertstoffsammlungen e.V.

Design Manual for
RAL Gütegemeinschaft Rezyklate aus 
haushaltsnahen Wertstoffsammlungen e.V.

Version 1.0, March 2021

Certificates | Green Care Professional  |  15
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Which
system
satisfies your 
requirements?

Speed

Ready for Action 
Our ready-to-use spray bottles  
for safe and fast application 
without measuring.

Price / performance 
ratio

Highly Concentrated 
High-performance concentrate  
and simple dosing options.

Safety

Efficient use
Our compact Kliks dosing system  
is intuitive and safe.

Mobility

Load cartridge and „foam spray”
Precise dosing, suitable for  
mobile use, clever packaging 
design.



Microplastic in the oceans is a devastating conse-
quence of the way we handle the flood of waste. The 
United Nations Environment Programme, the World 
Economic Forum and international bodies like the 
Ellen MacArthur Foundation see the solution to the 
problem in a closed circular economy for plastic. We 
do too! The Recyclate Initiative is an important step 
toward this goal. 

  Our Success: World record
   More than 646 million PET bottles 

made of recyclate have been put into 
circulation by the Werner & Mertz 
Group. (As of October 2022)

  wir-fuer-recyclat.de

Our Success: The Recyclate Initiative

Commitment leads to  
Change
Acting out of conviction

Kooperationen | Green Care Professional  |  17

„Together we are strong” – if we pursue our goals as 
one, we achieve more. That's why we work in many 
instances with initiatives, companies and coopera-
tion partners who pursue the same goals as ours. 

We all want to protect our environment, promote 
sustainable production and advance the circular 
economy in society.



Hotels, youth hostels, campgrounds and all oth-
er types of accommodation require an enormous 
amount of electricity, water and cleaning products 
to handle the high number of guests. A minor change 
in the direction to sustainability can have many 
positive effects.

Green Key International certifies 
accommodations that use sustainable business 
practices. We provide Green Key with our practical 
Performance Calculator so organization can convince 
even more companies to think and act sustainably.

While others only talk about sustainability, we have 
consistently put it into practice with our customers. 
With our ecological and recyclable cleaning solu-

tions, we have already eliminated several tons of 
plastic, crude oil and CO2 emissions. You too can 
become a sustainability role model!

Working Together for Sustainability: Our customer success stories

Green Key: The Key to Sustainable Accommodations

You can find more success stories on our  
Green Care Professional website. 

Measure your sustainability progress on get.wmprof.com

Mont-Saint-Michel: Preserve the  
UNESCO World Heritage Site!

The two Groupe Gaulois hotels clean with 
Green Care Professional, making them 
sustainability role models. It sees the use 
of our eco-certified cleaning products 
as added value, which can be effectively 
 communicated to the target groups.

Ghent: shines in heroic splendor!

In recent years Ghent, the second largest city in 
Flanders, has worked steadily to make its municipal 

cleaning services sustainable and that includes  
the use of integrally sustainable cleaning products. 

Ghent purchases products that satisfy the EU 
Ecolabel criteria and was the first city to introduce 

“Cradle to Cradle®” certified products for the 
cleaning of its buildings and facilities. 

– 175 kg 
Carbon  
Dioxide

– 6,735 kg 
Carbon Dioxide

– 56 kg 
Crude oil

– 664 kg 
Plastic

– 2,145 kg 
Crude oil
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The design of airtight buildings promotes sustaina-
ble, energy-efficient construction, but also requires 
the right choice of emission-tested cleaning products 
so that any negative effects on the indoor air are 
minimized. The independent Air Label delivers reliable 
results on the pollutant emissions emitted into the 
air by the product under normal conditions of use. 

Green Care Professional is the first brand of profes-
sional cleaners to benefit from the A + Controlled 
Indoor Air label for professional use.

We spend 80 to 90% of our lives 
in closed rooms.

On average 20,000 breaths  
per day.

Why good air quality is so important:

Healthy indoor air:  
Breathing healthy is essential!

With these words, German Federal President 
Frank-Walter Steinmeier presented the German 
 Environmental Award 2019 to our CEO Reinhard 
 Schneider. The jury was particularly impressed 
by  Schneider's commitment to the Recyclate Initiative 
and his consistent focus on the topic of sustainable 
management in all parts of the company.

Our Award-winning 
Engagement
German Environmental Award

„ Bold decisions today will 
trigger positive interactions 
for tomorrow.“
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Our passion for cleanliness and our decades of 
experience in the cleaning industry make us the 
perfect contact for all your issues. With us you 

benefit from efficient and innovative products and 
a complete service portfolio too. Here is an overview 
of our main services:

Top advice

Our qualified advisors closely examine your cleaning 
services and help you to optimize them.
•  Object files contain detailed information about  

your object, processes and the products you use.
• Usage technicians advise you on site.

Our Service Portfolio: 
For your satisfaction and efficiency

Customized concepts 

When you need recommendations, cleaning or  
outbreak plans, we use our expertise to optimize  
your offers and solve your application problems.

1

2

Extensive Service
Based on unique expertise
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Service info.

We would be pleased to give you 
information about our services or 
concrete details on our separate 
services: info@tana.de

Hygiene Assistance

We offer extensive services to set up and maintain first-class 
hygiene standards.
• On-site consulting by trained disinfection specialists 
• Examination and documentation in hygiene audits 
• Microbiological testing

Technical Support

Do you have problems or ques-
tions about handling our products?
•  We'll provide dosing systems at 

no cost via a leasing agreement 
•  Emergency service if dosing 

system fails or malfunctions

Special Know-how

We'll be happy to bring you and / or your employees 
up to date in the cleaning industry.
•  Training programs in our Green Care Academy. 

Read about them on the next page.
•  Current information from our newsletter  

Tana informs

3

4

5

6

Competitive Advantage 

Sustainability is becoming more important for society and businesses. Only those 
companies that can credibly convey their sustainability efforts will realize a competitive 
advantage. We'll help you to do just that!
• Performance Calculator to figure out potential improvement to you ecological footprint
• Certificate that proves your resource conservation with our products
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Trained sustainably

In the Green Care Academy we offer you support with 
product training. In three different ways we ensure  
that your employees work safely and efficiently. Your  
employees remain qualified, motivated and always  
up-to-date.

You can find more information on our 
Green Care Academy website: Book live 
trainings and web seminars directly or 
create a test account for the e-learning 
platform: www.green-care-academy.com

Master the job with specialist knowledge



In our live training you will be personally looked after 
by Tana-Chemie employees who have years of practical 
experience. We offer half and full day seminars on  
a variety of currently relevant subjects. Company- specific 
seminars conducted at your site are available upon 
request.

In our Green Care Academy Web Seminars your 
 employees can take part in courses no matter where  
they are. Active participation is made possible via  
the Chat function. Choose from our varied topics  
in compulsory training and continuing education. 
Company-specific Web seminars are available upon 
request.

With this platform available anytime and anywhere, 
your employees can learn the course material without 
 classroom training. Users have access to all content, 
which they can call up many times, and then check  
their knowledge by answering some questions.  
Videos of practical work make the material easy to  
understand.

Arguments in favor of the platform:
•  We lay the foundation for your legal certainty  

by providing all relevant compulsory training.
• Documentation and checks of learning success
• Continuing education and practical know-how 

Live Training
with personal service

Web Seminars
Location-independent instruction with trainer 

eLearning
our training platform. Flexible, practical, understandable

NEW

26
courses

Green Care Academy  |  23



Building Care

24  |  Daily Cleaning and Care

9

TANET SR 15  
CLP FREE

  
High performance floor- and surface cleaner
Perfect cleaning results | Good wetting properties | Cost-efficient
High-performance floor and surface cleaner based on alcohol. Ideal maintenance 
cleaner with outstanding environmental characteristics for the effective cleaning of all 
water-resistant floorings, e.g., stone, rubber, linoleum, PVC and all washable, smooth 
and shiny surfaces of plastic, lacquer, glass, ceramics, metal, etc.
712479 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712480 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/385

9

TANET SR 15 F    
CLP FREE

  
High performance floor- and surface cleaner
Contains no fragrance or dye | Perfect cleaning results | Good wetting properties
High-performance floor and surface cleaner based on alcohol, without dyes or 
fragrances. Ideal maintenance cleaner with outstanding environmental characteristics 
for the effective cleaning of all water-resistant floorings, e.g., stone, rubber, linoleum, 
PVC and all washable, smooth and shiny surfaces of plastic, lacquer, glass, ceramics, 
metal, etc.
712605 – 1 l BOTTLE

DE/020/385

9

TANET karacho    
CLP FREE

  
Surfactant-free all purpose cleaner
All-purpose use | User safety | Cost-efficient
Surfactant-free all-purpose cleaner for manual and mechanical cleaning of all water-re-
sistant surfaces and floors, including stone, especially microporous stone flooring. Also 
suitable for cleaning textiles, walls and ceilings.

712475 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712476 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/385

Maintenance Cleaners

Daily Cleaning and Care
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6

TANET neutral  
CLP FREE

 
Neutral cleaner
Top cleaning performance | Degreasing power | Material and skin friendly
Neutral cleaner with optimum cleaning power to remove oily and greasy soiling. Works 
at economically low concentrations; very good material and skin compatibility. Can be 
used as hand dishwashing detergent. Pleasant scent.

712555 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712506 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/385

8

TANET orange    
Floor and surface cleaner
All-purpose use | Increased user safety | Pleasant orange scent
Ecological, general use floor and surface cleaner. Leaves behind a lingering, pleasant 
scent of oranges. Very good dirt-holding capacity; with high material compatibility.

712477 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712478 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/385

9

TANET alcoSmart   
High performance floor- and surface cleaner
Good wetting properties | Low cost per use | Safe use
TANET alcoSmart gets its effectiveness from the SMART Triple Efficiency formula: special 
surfactants provide outstanding wetting properties with strong dirt dissolving power 
and achieve excellent cleaning performance. In an innovative, sustainable bottle with 
integrated membrane system for safe and flexible dosing.
713473 – 1 l BOTTLE

DE/020/385
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Glass Cleaners

6

GLASS cleaner  
CLP FREE

  
Glass & window cleaner
Powerful | Increased user safety | Streak-free
GLASS cleaner is a pH neutral, ecological glass cleaner, particularly effective at remov-
ing all environment-related dirt deposits, greasy residue and nicotine stains. Cleans 
without leaving streaks and smears behind. Ready to use, based on ethanol.

712494 – 750 ml SPRAY BOTTLE | 712468 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712469 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/384

10

TANET SR 13
*
 

CLP FREE

  
Alcohol cleaner
High performing | Streak-free | Pleasant scent
Alcohol cleaner with a uniquely fresh scent. High cleaning performance combined with 
gentle treatment of materials. Delivers perfect shine retention without streaks and resi-
due. Dries quickly.

716089 – 1 l BOTTLE* | 716165 – 40 ml SACHET | 716090 – 5 l CANISTER*

DE/020/385

9

TANET dayKliks   
High-concentrated floor and surface cleaner
Economical | Good wetting properties | Safe use
Innovative formula with exclusive surfactant combination with exceptional wetting, dispersing 
and cleaning properties. Perfect cleaning results for floors, surfaces and glass. Leaves behind 
the refreshing scent of grapefruit. Kliks is a closed dosing system with sustainable packaging 
and high-performance products. Plastic packaging too is significantly reduced (up to 90%).
715259 – 2 l POUCH

DE/020/385

Maintenance Cleaners

Daily Cleaning and Care
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Glass Cleaners

7

GLASS classic  
CLP FREE

 
Glass & Interior Cleaner
Streak free | Easy application | Cost-in-use
GLASS classic perfectly cleans and degreases smooth surfaces. It preserves glossy 
materials and dries quickly without leaving traces. GLASS classic has a versatile use 
and is very cost efficient.

712969  – 750 ml SPRAY BOTTLE | 712693 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/384

Biotechnological Cleaners

7

BIOBACT clean  
CLP FREE

 
Biotechnological all-purpose cleaner
Cleaning efficiency | Long-lasting cleanliness | Material friendly
Biotechnological cleaner for all waterproof surfaces. Long-lasting elimination of offensive 
odors; leaves behind a pleasant scent. Regular use prevents new formation of organic 
contaminants. BIOBACT clean helps to reduce offensive smells in industrial operations, 
especially in areas who watery solutions are disposed of via the wastewater system.
714707 – 1 l BOTTLE

DE/020/385

7

BIOBACT scent  
CLP FREE

Biotechnological odour eliminator
Effective odor control | Long-lasting cleanliness | Material friendly
Biotechnological odor eliminator for all waterproof surfaces and fabrics. Long-lasting 
elimination of offensive odors; leaves behind a pleasant scent. Varied uses in sanitary 
facilities, drains, trash containers and the like. No hazard labels required.

714709 – 500 ml SPRAY BOTTLE | 714708 – 1 l BOTTLE
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Daily Cleaning and Care

Maintenance Cleaners in Quick & Easy system, Ready-to-use Cleaners

7

TANET interior QUICK&EASY   
Universal surface cleaner
High performance | Streak-free | Versatile
Part of the Quick & Easy portable dosing system, the highly concentrated TANEX 
performa Quick & Easy combines outstanding performance with minimum effort and 
low usage costs. With no CLP-classified hazardous ingredients, the product ensures 
maximum user safety. Stable, compact foam. Dries quickly without streaks or smears. 
can be used to clean windows. High material compatibility. Pleasant scent.
713658 – 325 ml CARTRIDGE

AT/020/012

7

TANET interior F QUICK&EASY    
Universal surface cleaner
No fragrance or dye | High performance | Streak-free
The perfume and dye-free TANET interior F offers top user safety and outstanding 
performance. Part of the Quick & Easy portable dosing system, TANET interior F Quick & 
Easy stands for efficient use at low operating costs. Contains no CLP-classified hazard-
ous substances. Stable, compact foam. Dries quickly without leaving behind streaks 
and smears. Can be used for window cleaning too. High material compatibility. 
714481 – 325 ml CARTRIDGE

AT/020/012

6

TANET multiclean  
CLP FREE

  
Ready-to-use all purpose cleaner
Quick-drying | Long-lasting scent | Anti-static
TANET multiclean guarantees cleaning that’s gentle to materials. It leaves no streaks 
or residue and maintains the cleaned surface’s shine. Intense and long-lasting 
room-freshening scent

715779 – 750 ml SPRAY BOTTLE

AT/020/012
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Care & Maintenance

8

TAWIP vioclean   
CLP FREE

  
Floor cleaner & care
Natural soap basis | High slip resistance | Cost-efficient
Soap-based floor cleaner and care product with exceptional environmental properties. 
For use with automatic floor scrubbers or for manual application. With natural coco-
nut oil soap to protect floors from leaching effects. Tested slip resistance in compliance 
with DIN 18032-2. Effective even in low concentrations.
712484 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712485 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/385

8

TAWIP novo SMART  
CLP FREE

  
High Performance Floor Cleaner & Care
High slip resistance | Low usage costs | Safe use
The effectiveness of TAWIP novoSmart comes from the Smart Safe‘n‘ Shine formula: The 
exclusive 2-in-1 product based on coconut oil soap protects the floor with a long-lasting 
film. In an innovative bottle with integrated membrane system.

713474 – 1 l BOTTLE

DE/020/385

8

TAWIP vioclean C
Floor cleaner and -care
Natural soap basis | Slip resistant |DIN 18032-2 | Cost efficient
TAWIP vioclean C is a floor cleaner that provides extra care by leaving a protective 
film that prevents leaching. Its highly concentrated formula and special dosing bottle 
ensure perfect cleaning results at low usage concentration. TAWIP vioclean C was devel-
oped with biological cycles and the well-being of future generations in mind.
712936 – 2 l DOSING BOTTLE
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8

LONGLIFE complete    
CLP FREE

 
Ultra-performance floor polish
Completely economical | Completely safe | Completely flexible
High-performance dispersion system with outstanding features. Extremely resistant 
and durable, thanks to specially developed combination of high-performance poly-
mers. Highly resistant to alcohol and disinfectants. Environmentally compatible formula 
awarded the Austrian environmental seal. User-friendly; works best in system with 
LINAX complete. Tested slip resistance in conformance with DIN 18032-2.
712513 – 5 l CANISTER

8

LONGLIFE polish    
CLP FREE

 
High-gloss floor polish
All-purpose | Safe use | Cost-efficient
Universal use of floor care dispersion without eco-toxic ingredients such as metal salt 
(zinc), TBEP, fluorosurfactants and fragrances. Adheres well to surfaces, polishes and 
restores protective film. LONGLIFE polish is a safe and durable floor polish. Tested slip 
resistance as per DIN 18032-2. Works best in the system with LINAX stripper. Certified, 
with Austrian environmental seal.
712514 – 5 l CANISTER

8

LONGLIFE matt    
CLP FREE

 
High-performance matt floor polish
Resistant | Matte appearance | Increased safety
Provides alcohol and surface disinfectant resistance with a matte look for ideal floor care in 
healthcare facilities. Resilient, highly elastic protective film that adheres well to all types of 
flooring, including damp linoleum. Slip resistance tested against DIN 18032–2 criteria. Certi-
fied, with Austrian environmental seal.
714289 – 5 l CANISTER

Deep Cleaning and Care
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8

LONGLIFE hospital  
CLP FREE

 
Disinfectant – resistant emulsion polish
Disinfectant-resistant | Long-lasting | Easy use
Dispersion with good resistance to alcohol-free disinfectants. Can be applied easily 
and quickly. Good leveling and low dirt absorption. Suitable for use on all waterproof 
floor coverings. Ideal for hospitals, healthcare facilities or nursing homes and wherever 
APESIN is used for cleaning.
716038 – 5 l CANISTER

10

LINAX complete   
Ultra-performance floor stripper
Extremely powerful | Fast-acting | No rinsing
Removes all types of polymer films. Ideally used in the system with LONGLIFE complete. 
Effectively removes stubborn floor polish films, including on over-treated floors. Can 
also be used on alkali-sensitive floors. Saves time and resources because rinsing and 
neutralizing are not required. Certified, with Austrian environmental seal.
712655 – 5 l CANISTER

10

LINAX stripper   
Universal floor stripper
All-purpose | Safe use | Cost-efficient
Universal cleaner with exceptional environmental characteristics. Safe use, suitable on  
all alkali-sensitive floor coverings. Ideal when used in system with LONGLIFE polish; easily 
removes multiple layers of LONGLIFE polish polymer coatings. LINAX stripper works  
without eco-toxic ingredients (phosphates, EDTA, NATA, fragrances, dyes).
712515 – 5 l CANISTER
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9

TANEX allround  
CLP FREE

  
4 in 1 power cleaner
Versatile | Excellent wetting properties | Powerful
TANEX allround is a high-wetting and slightly alkaline all-purpose deep cleaner for 
cleaning all waterproof floors and surfaces. The reliable 4-in-1 multi-talent works on 
heavily soiled surfaces as a maintenance or deep cleaner, final cleaner prior to hand-
over or top stripper. Suitable for use with floor scrubbers.
713327 – 1 l BOTTLE | 713328 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/385

10

CREAM cleaner  
CLP FREE

 
Scouring cream
Powerful cleaning | Material friendly | Surfactants made of up to 75% European 
rapeseed oil
Ecological scouring cream with lemon scent for a variety of surfaces, including those in 
sanitary areas. Powerful cleaning with optimized very fine marble dust. Quickly removes 
stubborn residues and hardened limescale deposits without scratching the surface.
715776 – 500 ml BOTTLE

DE/020/381

10

CREAM lemon  
CLP FREE

 
Scouring cream
Powerful cleaning | Material friendly | Surfactants made of up to 75% European 
rapeseed oil
Ecological scouring cream with lemon scent for a variety of surfaces, including those in 
sanitary areas. Powerful cleaning with optimized very fine marble dust. Quickly removes 
stubborn residues and hardened limescale deposits without scratching the surface.
715798 – 500 ml BOTTLE

DE/020/381
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10

TANEX performa QUICK&EASY   
Power cleaner
Powerful | Low residue | Economical
Part of the Quick & Easy portable dosing system, TANEX performa Quick&Easy 
combines outstanding performance with minimum effort and low usage costs. With no 
CLP-classified hazardous ingredients, the product ensures maximum user safety. Works 
quickly to remove stubborn stains of many different types. Low residue formation. 
Maintains the original appearance of the surface. Leaves behind a pleasant scent.
713672 – 325 ml CARTRIDGE

AT/020/012

11

TANEX power  
Ready-to-use plastic cleaner
Powerful | Efficient & economical | Varied uses
Ready-to-use power cleaner for synthetic surfaces with an excellent stain remover for 
many types of stubborn stains such as ink from inkpads or ballpoint pens and text 
markers, fingerprints, nicotine and cosmetics. Highly efficient, quick use.

715930 – 750 ml SPRAY BOTTLE | 715931 – 5 l CANISTER

AT/020/012



Sanitary Cleaning

1

SANET perfect    
Sanitary cleaner and descaler
Outstanding performance | Special acid-surfactant combination | Cost-efficient
SANET perfect is a highly-effective, ecological cleaner and descaling agent for sanitary 
areas. With its special combination of acids and surfactants, SANET perfect effectively 
and gently removes limescale, grease, soap scum with its first use and thus proves its 
economic efficiency. Low foaming action; suitable for use with floor scrubbers.
712482 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712483 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/382

1

SANET perfect F     
Sanitary cleaner & descaler
No fragrance or dye | User safety | Outstanding performance
Powerful performance, user safety, low impact on indoor air quality. Effective, ecologi-
cal sanitary area cleaner and descaler without dye or perfume. With a special acid and 
surfactant formula, SANET perfect F effectively and gently removes limescale, grease and 
soap scum with the first application and thus increases economic efficiency too. Because 
the descaler contains no dye or perfume, it is ideal for use in commercial kitchens.
714136 – 1 l BOTTLE

DE/020/382

Basic and Deep Sanitary Cleaners
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3

SANET lavocid  
CLP FREE

 
Sanitary maintenance cleaner
Fresh fragrance | Low viscosity | Natural citric acid
SANET lavocid reliably removes limescale, soap scum, water stains and dirt. Leaves 
behind no streaks and smears. Now as Green Care Professional product with the EU 
Ecolabel. Economical dosing. Can be used on all acid-resistant materials in the entire 
sanitary area.
715811 – 1 l BOTTLE | 715812 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/382

2

SANET zitrotan   
CLP FREE

  
Sanitary cleaner
Impressive performance | Natural strength of lemon | Cost-efficient
Acidic cleaner for maintenance of sanitary facilities; effective with the natural strength 
of citric acid. Particularly effective at removing soap scum, limescale, water stains and 
grime. Good adhesion to surfaces increases contact time. No streaks or smears; leaves 
behind the fresh scent of lemon.
712473 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712474 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/382

2

SANET zitrotan F   
CLP FREE

   
Sanitary cleaner
Free of fragrance & dye | Natural strength of lemon | Impressive performance
Acidic maintenance cleaner, without dyes and fragrances, effectively uses the strength 
of citric acid. Especially good at removing soap scum, limescale, water stains and 
grime. Good adhesion to surfaces. Leaves no streaks or smears.

712604 – 1 l BOTTLE

DK-5026 0250 DE/020/382

Sanitary Maintenance Cleaners
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Sanitary Cleaning

2

SANET natural  
CLP FREE

 
Sanitary cleaner vinegar
Impressive performance | Natural strength of acetic acid | Streak-free
Acidic maintenance cleaner, effective with natural strength of acetic acid obtained from 
wood remnants. Impressive cleaning performance at low concentrations; particularly 
effective at removing limescale, soap scum, water stains and grime. Eliminates unpleas-
ant odors. Cleans without leaving streaks and smears.
712508 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712509 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/382

 11

SANET alkastar  
CLP FREE

  
Sanitary cleaner with care effect
High material compatibility | Powerful degreasing | Cost-efficient
SANET alkastar is an alkaline cleaner for sanitary facility maintenance that contains no 
acids or chlorine. Offers outstanding cleaning performance, especially for the removal 
of oily and greasy soiling on acid-sensitive surfaces.

712471 – 1 l BOTTLE |  712472 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/385

Sanitary Maintenance Cleaners

Ready-to-use Sanitary Cleaners

2

SANET spray  
CLP FREE

  
Ready-to-use sanitary maintenance cleaner
Refreshing scent | Versatile | Material friendly
SANET spray is a ready-to-use cleaner for the removal of all normal soiling in sanitary 
areas such as limescale, soap scum, greasy grime and cosmetic product residues. With 
an intense and refreshing fragrance that lasts a long time.

715486 – 750 ml SPRAY BOTTLE

AT/020/012
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Sanitary Cleaners in Quick & Easy system

0

SANET power QUICK&EASY    
Sanitary power cleaner
High performing | Effective against limescale | Fast-acting
In the portable Quick & Easy dosing system. For powerful cleaning of all acid-resist-
ant surfaces in sanitary areas. Thanks to its special acid combination, highly effective at 
removing limescale buildup. Efficient and cost-saving. Stable, compact foam. Adheres 
well to surfaces.
713747 – 325 ml CARTRIDGE

AT/020/012

1

SANET daily QUICK&EASY    
Sanitary maintenance cleaner
Powerful | Effective against soap scum | Pleasant fragrance
In the portable Quick & Easy dosing system. For daily cleaning of sanitary areas. Effi-
cient and cost-saving. With no CLP-classified hazardous ingredients, the product 
ensures maximum user safety. Stable, compact foam. Adheres well to surfaces. Pleas-
ant scent.
713601 – 325 ml CARTRIDGE

AT/020/012

1

SANET daily F QUICK&EASY    
Sanitary maintenance cleaner
No fragrance or dye | Daily cleaning | Effective
Sanitary maintenance cleaner without dye or perfume for daily cleaning of sanitary 
areas. Efficient and cost-saving in portable Quick & Easy dosing system. No CLP-clas-
sified hazardous substances ensures maximum user safety. The stable, compact foam 
adheres well to surfaces.
714480 – 325 ml CARTRIDGE

AT/020/012
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Sanitary Cleaning

Toilet Cleaners

2

WC lemon  
CLP FREE

  
Toilet bowl cleaner lemon
Adheres well to surface | Citric acid strength | Safe use
WC lemon is an acidic toilet bowl cleaner that effectively uses the natural strength of 
citric acid. High viscosity formula delivers outstanding cleaning performance. Effec-
tively removes common soiling from urinals and toilet bowls. Special bottle with angled 
spout guarantees fast, targeted, simple and safe application.
712510 – 750 ml ANGLED NECK BOTTLE

DE/020/383

2

WC mint  
CLP FREE

  
Toilet bowl cleaner mint
Viscous | Easy-to-use | Safe use
WC mint is an acidic toilet bowl cleaner that uses the natural strength of citric acid. 
Effectively removes all normal soiling in urinals and toilet bowls. Leaves behind a last-
ing and fresh scent of mint. The special angled spout ensures fast, targeted, simple and 
same application.
713789 – 750 ml ANGLED NECK BOTTLE

DE/020/383

2

WC natural  
CLP FREE

 
Toilet bowl cleaner vinegar
Adheres well to surface | Natural strength of acetic acid | Safe use
WC natural is an acidic toilet bowl cleaner that effectively uses the natural strength of 
acetic acid made from wood remnants. Impressive cleaning performance from viscous 
formula. Effectively removes common soiling from urinals and toilet bowls. Special 
bottle with angled spout guarantees fast, targeted, simple and safe application.
712512 – 750 ml ANGLED NECK BOTTLE

DE/020/383
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3

WC liquid  
CLP FREE

 
Toilet bowl cleaner with ocean-fresh fragrance
Safe application | Easy-to-use | Viscous
Eliminates all deposits and soiling in toilet bowls and urinals. Prevents unpleasant 
odors from developing. Works on hard-to-reach places too. For us in all toilets, urinals 
and bidets. Special angled spout guarantees fast, targeted, simple and safe use.

715810 – 10x 750 ml ANGLED NECK BOTTLE

DE/020/383

2

WC daily F   
CLP FREE

  
Toilet cleaner
Viscous consistency | Easy-to-use | Safe application
WC daily F is an acid toilet bowl cleaner that uses the power of natural citric acid. The 
high viscosity cleaner effectively removes all normal residue and discoloration from 
urinals and toilet bowls. The special bottle with angled spout guarantees fast, targeted, 
simple and safe application.
714135 – 750 ml ANGLED NECK BOTTLE

DE/020/383
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Kitchen Hygiene

13

ENERGY proKLIKS    
High performance dishwashing detergent  
for soft and osmosis water
Powerful cleaning | Soft and osmosis water | Excellent stain removal
ENERGY proKliks offers maximum safe and hygienic use and saves storage space. Innova-
tive system, consisting of amino acid-based and biodegradable chelating agents as an 
alternative to phosphates, NTA or EDTA. Protects from limescale buildup and boosts deter-
gents with removal of grease and stains in soft and osmosis water. For use in the Kliks-System.
714264 – 5 l BAG IN BOX

AT/038/005

13

ENERGY topKLIKS    
High performance dishwashing detergent  
for medium and hard water types
Powerful cleaning | Medium-hard to hard water | Excellent stain removal
The high alkalinity of ENERGY topKliks guarantees top washing performance in the 
removal of grease and stains. ENERGY topKliks is ideal under difficult water conditions. 
The completely biodegradable chelating agents based on amino acids prevent limes-
cale deposits. For use in the Kliks-System.
714265 – 5 l BAG IN BOX

AT/038/005

14

ENERGY turboKLIKS   
High alcaline detergent for professional dishwashers

3-in-1 use | Highly concentrated | Outstanding cleaning
ENERGY turboKliks is a highly concentrated, innovative dishwasher detergent without 
EDTA, NTA and phosphates. It removes even the most stubborn food residue containing 
starch, protein and grease, and consistently achieves good cleaning results. 3-in-1 use: 
pre-cleaner, detergent, detergent booster. For use in the Kliks-System.
715483 – 5 l BAG IN BOX

AT/038/005
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14

ENERGY turbo  
High alcaline detergent for professional dishwashers

3-in-1 use | Highly concentrated | Outstanding performance
ENERGY turbo is a highly concentrated, innovative dishwasher detergent without EDTA, 
NTA and phosphates. It removes even the most stubborn food residue containing 
starch, protein and grease, and consistently achieves good cleaning results. 3-in-1 use: 
detergent, detergent booster and immersion cleaner. Efficient and fast-acting, time and 
money-saving.
715514 – 10 l CANISTER

AT/038/005

13

ENERGY alu   
Metal safe dishwashing detergent
Material compatibility | Works in soft / medium- hard water | Highly concentrated
Dishwasher detergent for sensitive items made of aluminum, silver, lightweight or 
non-ferrous metal or plastic. Suitable for use in dishwashers and or immersion clean-
ing. Innovative chelating agent system based on renewable raw materials. Product 
contains no NTA, EDTA, phosphates or chlorine.
701589 – 10 l CANISTER

DK 5080-0092

14

ENERGY perfect   
High-performing dishwashing detergent
Degreasing power | Ideal for soft / medium- hard water | Ecological
ENERGY perfect is a powerful liquid dishwashing detergent for commercial dishwash-
ers with innovative, sustainably developed chelating agents; contains no NTA, EDTA or 
phosphates. Effectively removes greasy residue and other normal soiling from dishes. 
Low dosing possible with highly concentrated formula.
712615 – 5 l CANISTER | 712700 – 15 l CANISTER

S 3080-0093
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Automatic Dishwashing, Liquid Cleaners

14

ENERGY ultra   
Hard water detergent for dishwashers

High performance | Concentrated | For hard water
ENERGY ultra is a high-performance detergent for commercial dishwashers that works 
well in hard water and under difficult conditions. Highly concentrated, it functions at 
low dosages and guaranties economic efficiency. Powerful deep cleaning of dishes, 
glasses, cutlery and cookware. 
715940 – 10 l CANISTER | 715941 – 15 l CANISTER

DE/038/049

14

ENERGY uni   
Medium-hard water detergent for dishwashers

Ecolabel certified | For medium-hard water | Concentrated 
Outstanding cleaning performance in soft to medium-hard water. Saves time and 
money. ENERGY uni deep-cleans dishes, glasses, cutlery and cookware with active 
cleaning ingredients. Softens water, degreases, prevents limescale buildup and 
achieves uniform results
715968 – 10 l CANISTER | 715969 – 15 l CANISTER

DE/038/049

Kitchen Hygiene
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Automatic Dishwashing, Liquid Rinse Aid

3

BRILLANT proKLIKS  
CLP FREE

  
High performance rinse-aid for soft and osmosis water

Brilliant shine | For soft and osmosis water | Economical use
The clever design of BRILLANT proKliks ensures maximum safety and hygiene and 
saves storage space. Combination of high-performance surfactants and bio-alcohol. 
Reduces drying time and leaves behind outstanding shine. BRILLANT proKliks rinses 
very well in soft and osmosis water.
714266 – 5 l BAG IN BOX

AT/038/005

3

BRILLANT topKLIKS   
High performance rinse aid for medium  
to hard water types
Reduces drying time | For medium-hard to hard water | Very shiny
The clever design of BRILLANT topKliks ensures maximum safety and hygiene and 
saves storage space. The bio-alcohol ingredient reduces drying time and makes dishes 
and cutlery shine. Clouding is prevented. For use with hard water.

714267 – 5 l BAG IN BOX

AT/038/005

2

BRILLANT ultra
*
 

Rinse aid for professional dishwashers
Ultra-high performance | Also for extreme conditions | For use in hard water
Highly concentrated formula allows low dosages to be used. Speeds up drying time. 
Prevents limescale deposits and leaves dishes, cutlery and glasses shiny. Dissolves 
instantly. Acidic ingredients neutralize alkaline residue in the cleaning bath. Can be 
used in all dishwashers.
715943 – 2x 5 l CANISTER* | 715941 – 10 l CANISTER

DE/038/049
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Automatic Dishwashing, Tablets, Cartridges, Powders

ENERGY easytabs
4 in 1 Tabs for Dishwashers

Multiple functions | Fully water-soluble wrapper | Good material compatibility
Combines four important functions in one tablet. Cleans: Removes stains and grease and makes 
your dishes CLEAN. Rinses: Accelerates drying time, prevents limescale deposits, and makes 
dishes shine. Regenerates: Prevents the formation of white residue to keep dishes looking good. 
Protects: Protects your dishes and prolongs their service life Contains no phosphates or fragrances.

715844 – 5 X 85 TABS

DK/015/001

Kitchen Hygiene

Automatic Dishwashing, Liquid Rinse Aid

3

BRILLANT perfect
*
  

High-performing rinse aid
Very shiny | For all water types | Economical use
BRILLANT perfect is equipped with an outstanding rinsing aid that works particularly 
well in soft to medium-hard water. Makes glasses, cutlery and dishes shine. Speeds 
up drying time with highly effective wetting agents and alcohol. Organic acids prevent 
limescale buildup and neutralize alkaline residue.
712601 – 5 l CANISTER* | 409871 – 10 l CANISTER

S 3800-0093

3

BRILLANT uni
*
 

CLP FREE

 
Rinse-aid for dishwashers in medium-hard water conditions
Ecolabel certified | For medium-hard water | Natural citric acid
Speeds up drying time. Acidic ingredients prevent limescale deposits on washed articles and 
neutralize the alkaline residue in the cleaning bath. Dissolves immediately. No unwanted 
foam development. Makes dishes, cutlery and glasses shine. Can be used in all dishwashers.

715965 – 5 l CANISTER* | 715966 – 10 l CANISTER | 715967 – 15 l CANISTER

DE/038/049
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Manual Dishwashing

5

MANUDISH original   
Hand Dishwashing Liquid

Deep cleaning | Skin friendly | Proven
MANUDISH original is a deep-cleaning hand dishwashing detergent. With power 
to dissolve grease and oil. Effective at low dosages.

712575 – 1 l BOTTLE | 712577 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/019/064

5

MANUDISH sensitive   
CLP FREE

  
Hand Dishwashing Liquid

Effective | Skin friendly | CLP-free
MANUDISH sensitive is a deep-cleaning liquid detergent. Contains no CLP-classified 
substances and thus offers top user safety and effective performance.  
Hypoallergenic, dermatologically tested. With urea to ensure high compatibility.

714735 – 1 l BOTTLE | 715055 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/019/064

5

MANUDISH essential   
High performance manual dishwashing liquid

High performing | High concentration | Fragrance-free
The strong degreasing power of MANUDISH essential delivers perfect results. Its 
formula is largely made up of renewable resources and its bottle is made of 100% recy-
cled PET. MANUDISH essential achieves uniform results at a low dosage of the high-
ly-concentrated product.
715231 – 1 l BOTTLE | 715230 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/019/064
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Kitchen Hygiene

Manual Dishwashing

6

MANUDISH evoKLIKS  
Ultra concentrated manual dishwashing liquid

Outstanding performance | Saving packaging waste | Safe
MANUDISH evoKliks is a liquid detergent suitable for the manual cleaning of all kitchen 
utensils and with excellent degreasing properties. Thanks to the formula’s surfactant- 
combination MANDUSIH evoKLIKS provides an effortless dishwashing process. ts power-
ful formulation makes MANUDISH evoKliks also suitable for a quick pre-soaking of 
incrusted and burnt fat residues.
715425 – 2 l POUCH

AT/019/013

6

MANUDISH neoSmart   
High performance manual dishwashing liquid

High performing | 2x concentrated | Pleasant fragrance
Good skin compatibility with strong grease-dissolving strength. Effective even at low 
concentrations. Bottle made with 30% PE recyclate has integrated membrane system 
that ensures safe and flexible dosing.

713649 – 1 l BOTTLE

DE/019/064
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Degreasers and Surface Cleaners

11

GREASE off QUICK&EASY    
Universal kitchen degreaser

Powerful | Easy use | Economical
High-performance kitchen cleaner; thanks to its special combination of surfactants, elimi-
nates even stubborn incrustations in food processing areas. As part of the portable Quick 
& Easy dosing system, GREASE off Quick&Easy achieves outstanding results with low costs 
and reduced effort. With no CLP-classified hazardous ingredients, the product ensures 
maximum user safety. Generates stable, compact foam that adheres well to surfaces.
713684 – 325 ml CARTRIDGE

AT/020/012

10

GREASE classic  
CLP FREE

 
Kitchen Cleaner
Ready-to-use | All-purpose | Gentle to surfaces
Ready-to-use all-purpose cleaner for fast and effortless removal of all grease and grime 
in the kitchen.

713080 – 750 ml SPRAY BOTTLE

AT/020/012

10

GREASE quickKLIKS  
High performance kitchen cleaner

Universal use | Easy to rinse off | Gentle to surfaces
High-performance universal kitchen cleaner dissolves all kinds of stubborn dirt and 
ensures uniform results.  The ultra concentrated product with a clever dosing concept is 
easy to use, safe, space-saving and economical. Its orange scent makes using GREASE 
quickKliks very pleasant to use.
714728 – 2 l POUCH

AT/020/012
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Kitchen Hygiene

11

GREASE perfect  
*
  

Kitchen Degreaser

Fast & efficient | Flexible usage | No fragrances
Quickly and effectively dissolves oil and greasy stains from all waterproof and alkali-re-
sistant surfaces and floor covering. Guarantees excellent results when used on stub-
born incrustations, especially on and near stoves and grills. Fragrance-free. Refillable 
spray bottle. Suitable for use on food processing surfaces.
712570 – 750 ml SPRAY BOTTLE | 712574 – 5 l CANISTER*

AT/020/012

13

GREASE power   
High performance kitchen degreaser

Fast-acting | Easy usage | Efficient
Quickly and easily removes grease from alkali-resistant surfaces without leaving resi-
due behind. Because it can be used on a variety of surfaces and appliances, only one 
product is required. Very good also on stubborn incrustations, particularly in ovens and 
grills.
713603 – 750 ml SPRAY BOTTLE | 713654 – 5 l CANISTER

AT/020/012

9

GREASE superclean   
Multi-purpose kitchen cleaner

Universal use | Easy to rinse | Plant-based ingredients
Removes even stubborn grime of all types. Especially suitable for the removal of oily 
and greasy soiling. Separates quickly in oil water separators (Austrian norm 5105).  
Can be used in machines. Leaves behind no smeary residue. Gentle to surfaces; with  
a mild fragrance.
715932 – 5 l CANISTER

DE/020/381

Degreasers and Surface Cleaners
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10

CREAM cleaner  
CLP FREE

 
Scouring Cream
Powerful cleaning | Material friendly | Surfactants made of up to 75% European 
rapeseed oil
Ecological scouring cream with lemon scent for a variety of surfaces, including those in 
sanitary areas. Powerful cleaning with optimized very fine marble dust. Quickly removes 
stubborn residues and hardened limescale deposits without scratching the surface.
715776 – 500 ml BOTTLE

DE/020/381

10

CREAM lemon  
CLP FREE

 
Scouring Cream
Powerful cleaning | Material friendly | Surfactants made of up to 75% European 
rapeseed oil
Ecological scouring cream with lemon scent for a variety of surfaces, including those in 
sanitary areas. Powerful cleaning with optimized very fine marble dust. Quickly removes 
stubborn residues and hardened limescale deposits without scratching the surface.
715798 – 500 ml BOTTLE

DE/020/381

INOXOL protect
Protection spray for stainless steel
2 in 1 | For metal surfaces | Anti-finger-print
Protection spray for stainless steel restores the shine to brushed stainless steel and 
removes the grime (water stains, fingerprints, dust) that tarnishes stainless steel. Its 
hydrophobic film repels water splashes.

714055 – 450 ml SPRAY BOTTLE

Degreasers and Surface Cleaners
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Wash Lotions

5

LAVAMANI rosé
*
  

Liquid hand soap
Floral scent | Treats skin gently | Rinses off easily
LAVAMANI rosé is a perfumed hand washing lotion. The moisturizing ingredients help 
to protect skin from drying out. LAVAMANI rosé is pH balanced to skin.

715410 – 500 ml BOTTLE | 715413 – 1 l BOTTLE | 715412 – 5 l CANISTER*

AT/030/002

5

LAVAMANI sensation
*
  

Hypoallergenic caring hand soap
Hypoallergenic | With moisturizers | No dye
Suitable for daily use (dermatologically tested). Its good moisturizing properties helps 
LAVAMANI sensation to protect the skin from drying out. Leaves behind a light floral 
scent. pH neutral for skin; without dyes.

712516 – 500 ml PUMPBOTTLE | 712520 – 800 ml PUMPBOTTLE 
712519 – 5 l CANISTER*

AT/030/002

5

LAVAMANI F   
Liquid hand soap
No fragrance | No dye | Gentle to skin
The perfume and dye-free hand soap LAVAMANI F has been dermatologically tested. It 
cleans the hands and helps to maintain the skin’s natural pH level. Suitable for use in 
food processing areas.

715414 – 500 ml BOTTLE | 715415 – 1 l BOTTLE 

AT/030/002

50  |  Personal Care
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5

LAVAMANI azur
*

TESTEDD
ER

M

ATO LOGICALLY

  
Liquid hand soap
Fresh fragrance | Easy rinse | Microplastic free
LAVAMANI azur is a fresh perfumed hand washing lotion that leaves a soft feeling on 
the skin. Its formula is free of soap, paraben and alkalines, so that it respects the natu-
ral skin balance and helps to prevent the skin from drying.

715407 – 800 ml BOTTLE | 715408 – 5 l CANISTER*

AT/030/002

EU Ecolabel:
AT/030/002



Laundry hygiene

8

ACTIV delicat  
CLP FREE

 
*

 
TESTEDD

ER
M

ATO LOGICALLY

 
Liquid detergent for delicate textiles
Gentle to fabrics | Protects fibers
Gentle liquid detergent based on almond oil for delicate fabrics, such as wool, viscose, 
acetate, elastic and synthetic textiles. Contains no bleaching agents or optical bright-
eners, making it ideal for hand washables. Can be used for colored laundry at tempera-
tures between 20 and 60°C.
712602 – 5 L CANISTER* | 415464 – 15 L CANISTER

DE/006/036

8

ACTIV liquid
*

 
Liquid detergent
A little goes a long way | Pleasant scent | Gentle to fibers
ACTIV liquid is a concentrated heavy duty liquid laundry detergent. Harmless to health 
of fabric wearers and cleaning personnel. Because it is free of bleaching agents, it can 
be used for white and colored laundry. ACTIV liquid works well starting at 30°C.

712603 – 5 L CANISTER* | 712822 – 15 L CANISTER

DE/039/007

8

ACTIV perfect KLIKS   
Ultra-concentrated liquid detergent
Powerful cleaning at low temperatures | Material friendly | Economical
ACTIV perfectKliks contains no bleaching agents. It is material friendly and compatible 
with all types of fabrics. Excellent washing performance at temperatures of 30°C and 
higher. The anti-graying system permits versatile use for all types of water and water 
hardness and from slightly to heavily soiled laundry. For use in Kliks-System.
714347 – 10 L BAG IN BOX

AT/039/003

Liquid Laundry Detergent
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EU Ecolabel:
AT/039/003

is the first Cradle to Cradle® product line  
for professional laundry hygiene

Efficient | Intuitive | Safe 



Laundry hygiene
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Powders and Tablets

11*

ACTIV tabs  
High performance, ecological laundry tabs
Easy dosing | Long lasting freshness
ACTIV tabs, which are made from carefully selected raw materials, are ideal for sensitive 
skin. They achieve excellent cleaning results and offer top washing performance for all 
white and colored fabrics. Sustainable ACTIV tabs contain renewable raw materials and 
fulfill Ecolabel criteria.
715163 – 56 TABS
*pH value at 10 g/l 

DK/006/001

10*

ACTIV bicompact  
Ultra Concentrated Laundry Detergent
High performance | Long-lasting scent | Highly concentrated
Especially economical compact laundry detergent with fivefold bio-enzyme system and 
oxygen-based bleach. High-performance washing power at low temperatures and low 
doses. Saves 60% of energy costs and time with shorter wash cycles.

712585 – 10 KG CANISTER | 712584 – 10 KG POUCH
*pH value at 5 g/l

DK/006/001
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11

ACTIV performa  
High performing laundry detergent for bleaching and degreasing
Enzymatic | Strong stain remover | EU-Ecolabel certified
ACTIV performa is a specially designed detergent for all textiles for the removal of persis-
tent stains and greases, providing bright white linen. The combination of biodegradable 
surfactants and sequestering agents enables an effective cleaning of all textiles also in 
high temperatures (from 60°C) by removing all kinds of stains (wine, tea, coffee, lipstick, 
etc.) contributing to an efficient washing result. With its natural enzymatic formula ACTIV 
performa removes deeply incrusted food stains such as egg, fat, blood, etc.
716520 – 15 KG POUCH

NL/006/009

11

ACTIV intense  
High performing laundry detergent – long-lasting fragrance
Fresh scent | Whiteness from 30°C | EU-Ecolabel certified
ACTIV intense is a specially designed detergent for all textiles providing bright white linen 
and fresh scent. The combination of biodegradable surfactants and sequestering agents 
enables an effective cleaning of all textiles even in low temperatures (from 30°C to 60°C) 
and contributing to an efficient washing result. With its natural enzymatic formula ACTIV 
intense delivers bright white linen and easily removes almost all kinds of stains. Its 
 carefully selected fragrance according to the EU-Ecolabel criteria provides the textiles with 
a long-lasting fresh scent.
716051 – 15 KG POUCH

NL/006/009
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Stain removers

9

SOLUS multi CLP FREE

 
Pre-wash spotter for protein and greasy stains
Easy-to-use | For all fabrics | Efficient stain remover without bleaching agents
SOLUS multi effortlessly removes greasy, proteinaceous soiling. Without bleaching addi-
tives or optical brighteners. The product is therefore suitable for all fabrics, including deli-
cate washables and colored laundry. The formula is based on renewable raw materials.

713068 – 750 ML SPRAY BOTTLE

DE/006/037

6

SOLUS oxydet CLP FREE

 
Active-oxygen pre-spotter for colored stains
Easy to use | Chlorine-free | Efficient stain remover
The combination of biodegradable surfactants and hydrogen enables an effective 
removal of colored stains and contributes to an efficient washing result. SOLUS oxydet 
contains no chlorine, bleaching agents nor optical brighteners which makes it suitable 
for all types of textiles, including delicate and colored fabrics. Mainly composed of renew-
able sources, SOLUS oxydet takes on the responsibility for future generations.
715970 – 750 ML SPRAY BOTTLE

AT/039/003



Detergent Booster

Bleaching Additives
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13*

SYSTEM alca
*

 
Alkaline liquid booster
Powerful | Effective stain removal | Renewable resources
SYSTEM alca can be used as a pure alkaline detergent or in the system as a wash-
ing power booster. Removes stubborn stains and offers a good bond to greasy residue 
It contains an innovative system of chelating agents based on renewable resources. 
Excludes the use of eco-toxic ingredients such as NTA, EDTA and phosphates.
712826 – 15 L CANISTER *pH value at 1%

DE/039/007

13*

SYSTEM power KLIKS    
Ultra-concentrated liquid detergent
Powerful cleaning at low temperatures | Material friendly | Economical
ACTIV perfectKliks contains no bleaching agents. It is material friendly and compatible 
with all types of fabrics. Excellent washing performance at temperatures of 30°C and 
higher. The anti-graying system permits versatile use for all types of water and water 
hardness and from slightly to heavily soiled laundry. For use in Kliks-System.
714348 – 10 L BAG IN BOX *pH value at 1%

AT/039/003

4

SYSTEM white KLIKS    
Ultra-concentrated laundry bleaching additive
Efficient at low temperatures | Powerful stain remover | Saves energy, reduces waste
SYSTEM whiteKliks achieves bright white cleaning results. Easily removes all bleachable 
stains such as wine, coffee or tea. Suitable for use at low temperatures, making it perfect 
for fabrics that should be washed only at 30°C. For use in Kliks-System.

714349 – 10 L BAG IN BOX

AT/039/003
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Fabric Softener

3

SOFT fresh CLP FREE

 
*

 

10
0%  E U ROPEAN

P L A N T  B A S E D

Fabric softener for last rinse
100% European plant-based surfactants | Anti-static effect | Long-lasting scent
To satisfy the highest sustainability standards for silk laundry, the formula for SOFT 
fresh contains 100% vegetable surfactants made of rapeseed and sunflower oils from 
plants cultivated in Europe. SOFT fresh leaves the laundry with a long-lasting fresh 
scent.
715688 – 5 L CANISTER* | 715687 – 15 L CANISTER

3

SOFT nature CLP FREE

  
10

0%  E U ROPEAN

P L A N T  B A S E D
Hypoallergenic last rinse fabric softener
100% European plant-based surfactants | No dyes or preservatives
Fabric softener based on 100% regenerative vegetable raw materials; contains no dyes 
or preservatives. Leaves laundry velvety soft with a naturally fresh scent. Makes ironing 
fast and easy.

713163 – 5 L CANISTER
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3

SOFT bloom KLIKS CLP FREE

  
Ultra-concentrated liquid fabric softener
Economical | Pleasant scent
SOFT bloomKliks is based on vegetable raw materials. With its natural triple action, the 
fabric conditioner combines a flowery scent with fabric softness and makes ironing easier. 
For use in Kliks-System.

714350 – 10 L BAG IN BOX

3

SOFT provence CLP FREE

 
*

Fabric softener for last rinse
Anti-static | Fresh fragrance
SOFT provence is an excellent fabric softener with a pleasant scent. Its softening cati-
onic surfactants leave laundry silky soft and eliminate static electricity for easy ironing. 
SOFT provence gives the laundry a pleasant and long-lasting scent of lavender.

713445 – 5 L CANISTER* | 713441 – 15 L CANISTER
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Laundry hygiene

Laundry Systems – EU Ecolabel Certified Systems

ECOMPLETE SYSTEM
Ecolabel certified | Economical | Powerful
ECOMPLETE SYSTEM is a laundry detergent system with EU Ecolabel certification, which has the strictest  
ecological requirements. Improved, universal use and outstanding material compatibility guarantee  
excellent washing performance, starting at 30°C. Consists mainly of surfactants from renewable sources.

Liquid Detergent Detergent Booster Bleaching Agents Fabric softener

ACTIV liquid
712603 –   5 L CANISTER*
712822 – 15 L CANISTER

SYSTEM alca
712826 – 15 L CANISTER

SYSTEM oxybleach
714777 – 20 L CANISTER

Soft nature
713163 – 5 L CANISTER*

* *

DE/039/007



Laundry Systems – EU Ecolabel Certified and  
Cradle to Cradle Certified® Systems

KLIKS Laundry System
Economical | Powerful | Safe System Solution
Kliks Laundry System is the first Cradle to Cradle® product line for professional laundry hygiene.  
Top washing performance and a powerful stain remover at low temperatures. The closed system  
provides maximum user safety and ensures hygienic handling. Both the complete emptying  
of the product container and space-saving storage are guaranteed.

Liquid Detergent Detergent Booster Bleaching Agents Fabric Softener

ACTIV perfectKliks
714347 – 10 L BAG IN BOX

SYSTEM powerKliks
714348 – 10 L BAG IN BOX

SYSTEM whiteKliks
714349 – 10 L BAG IN BOX

SOFT bloomKliks
714350 – 10 L BAG IN BOX

       

AT/039/003
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You can find our accessories  
in our product catalog. 

Order your copy or browse  
the catalog online:
wmprof.com

Legend

  

Cradle to Cradle certified®  
at the Gold level

Cradle to Cradle certified®  
at the Bronze level

EU Ecolabel certified Nordic Swan certified

CLP FREE

 

RK listed
Formula contains 

no CLP-classified substances
5-minute reaction time Recyclate share in packaging

Compliant with DIN 18032-2 No perfume, no dye Intuitive & safe The Austrian Ecolabel

TESTEDD
ER

M

ATO LOGICALLY 10
0%  E U ROPEAN

P L A N T  B A S E D

Dermatologically tested 100% European plant based Microplastic free Cold wash

*   BPR: European Biocidal Products Regulation, in effect since 2013, applies to biocidal products within the EU. Obtain more information from: info@tana.de
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Initiative

But we do not stop here yet!
Our Green Care family continues to grow.

In the overview online at lets-gogreen.com you can 
see which Tana Professional products we have already 
converted and the improvements we’ve made as we 
push to complete the Go Green program. 

However, we are working to continue to bring  
the  conversions forward in order to complete  
the Go Green program one step at a time. 

A lot of changes are coming, so stay tuned!

New record:  
+200 product  
certifications
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Tana-Chemie GmbH
Rheinallee 96
55120 Mainz
info@tana.de
+49 (0) 6131 / 964-03

www.green-care-professional.com

Cradle to Cradle Certified® is a registered trademark of the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute.


